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Product Description Vango has reintroduced the huge Vango Diablo 900XL for the 2013 season. Vango Diablo 900XL has three bedroom areas with 3 bunk beds each with an interior tent of breathable polyester with part mesh doors for ventilation. Each room offers a full height of the head standing to add to the comfort level. The large
hexagonal living area has a fully sewn floor sheet and a 'C' shaped side door that has a double mesh door to improve ventilation. Later, the main entrance has two walks through doors, both with double mesh doors with large windows along the front door to bring plenty of sunlight. The entrance is finished with a protected area with side
wings and drip guard. Full features of the Vango Diablo 900XL include: 10,000mm HH polyethylene stitched into Protex 4000 ground sheet (4000mm HH) polyester flysheet Color encoded fiberglass powder PowerFlex Pre-attached guylines with headlines Cable input with cable tidies Tip pendant lantern Pelmets with storage pockets Vivid
orange lines for visibility Organizer rain gutters pockets on Crystal Clear PVC zippers Windows Reflective tape points Handled carrying bag and kit Repair Fire Retardant Materials Wind and Rain Tested Secondary Mesh Doors on All Flysheet Entries First Pitching Labels (0) Reviews (0) Vango Diablo 900XL Tent . SKU:5023518711393
Questions (0) No product questions yet. Page 2 These 9+ mooring tents are ideal for groups, large families or those who just want a lot of space. The dimensions of these tents are truly bulky and therefore there is a lot of space for your camping furniture (and kitchen sink). If you have booked with us and would like to leave a comment,
you must first stay at the property. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates I've been to a couple of camping festivals, and I've been camping like a little boy. I'm definitely not an expert on this, but I'm not completely clueless, either. One of the biggest concerns when camping is where you go to sleep, that is: the tent. A tent should
be compact enough to store, but wide enough not to make you feel claustrophobic : it's a delicate dance between innovation, design and aesthetics that continues to be researched today. Vango's tent, the Diablo 900XL, basically looks like a hotel. It can accommodate up to nine people and has a 3-bedroom arrangement with a front porch
with windows. This tent is just over 27 feet long by 28 feet wide. It is made of fireproof polyester, the living room measures approximately 11 feet by 13 feet and is just over 7 feet high. My thought, and that of my co-worker too, was, This must be an absolute bitch to ride. According to Vango, the entire structure only takes 20 minutes to
install. As for most other tents, this isn't bad. But then, a tent of this size has to assume very much space even when packaged. Well, according to the sales rep, the entire tent should fold into a 2 1/2-foot by 7-square-inch. However, we all know what it's like to fold a tent at the end of the day. Check out the video below; it's a little camp,
and the measurements are in metric, but you'll get the general idea. Unfortunately, the tent is no longer being manufactured. So if you're really looking for one, we're sure they're out there somewhere – just don't look at Amazon for it anytime soon. Tags: campingdiablo 900xlhugetentvango April 3 07, 10:57 AM posted on uk.rec.camping
external use poster Vango diablo 900 dimensions Hello, Can anyone tell me the size of the pitch needed for this tent? I've asked at some campgrounds about large pitches and they need to know the size of the tent. Thank you very much April 3 07, 09:39 PM posted on uk.rec.camping external use poster Vango diablo 900 dimensions
Rebecca wrote: Hi, Can anyone tell me the size of the pitch needed for this tent? I've asked at some campgrounds about large pitches and they need to know the size of the tent. 5 minutes googling came up with or more pictures and you will see a sized drawing. Click on it to open it to a readable size. - Malc you will pay for your sins. If
you've already paid, don't consider this message. Do you need a manual for your Vango Diablo 900 XL store? Below you can view and download the PDF manual for free. There are also frequently asked questions, a product rating, and user feedback so you can optimally use your product. If this is not the manual you want, please contact
us. Your product is defective and the manual offers no solution? Go to a repair café for free repair services. Let us know what you think about the Vango Diablo 900 XL Tent leaving a product rating. Do you want to share your experiences with this product or ask a question? Please leave a comment at the bottom of the page. How satisfied
are you with this Vango product? Yes NoBe the first to value this product0 votes Our support team looks for useful product information and answers to frequently asked questions. If you find an inaccuracy in our frequently asked questions, please let us know using our contact form. Can I store my tent when it's wet? It is only verified for
very short periods of time. When a tent is stored while wet for a week or more, mold can be obtained. This is harmful to your tent and possibly your health. This was helpful (156) How can I impregnate a tent? Verified pitch of tent, clean the cloth and let it dry. Apply the impregnation agent in the cloth with a plant sprayer or other spray. It is
also possible to use a paint roller or brush. The cloth should be completely saturated with the impregnation agent. Also treat the inside of the tent. Thoroughly clean any window with a damp cloth. Wet. don't let the impregnation agent dry on it. Let the tent cloth dry completely. Repeat the treatment if necessary. This was helpful (48) Can I
repair a tear or hole in the canvas of my tent myself? Verified There are special pieces of self-adhesive fabric stains available for synthetic tent fabrics. Stick one of these stains on both sides of the hole or tear. For cotton tent canvases or tent canvases of mixed material it is best to use patches that can be ironed out. This will require an
iron. This was helpful (32) My tent zip won't work smoothly, what can I do? Verified When a zipper is running smoothly, use a dry PTFE spray or silicone spray. Do not spray on the canvas and spray preventively to prevent future problems. This was useful (27) There are drops of water inside the tent, does that mean it's leaking? Verified
No, this is probably condensation. Make sure the tent is properly ventilated to maintain condensation at least. This was useful (15) Which tent pegs are the best to use for which surfaces? Verified in meadows or forest surfaces you can use semi circular or plastic pegs. On rocky surfaces you have to use rock pegs. On clay surfaces you
can use semicircular, plastic or universal pegs. On gravel surfaces semi circular or universal pegs are needed and on sand you have to use wooden pegs. This was useful (12) The impregnation agent leaves white spots or a white mist on the fabric of the tent, what can I do about it? Verified If the agent leaves a white mist or white spots
on the tent cloth, this means that you have applied more impregnation agent in these areas. This is not harmful and stains often disappear over time. It is not advisable to use less impregnation agent to avoid spots. The cloth must be completely saturated with the impregnation agent to give good results. This was useful (11) This manual
was originally published by Vango. EN Overview Comments (42) Media Gallery (11) Specification Q&amp;amp; A Features: • Capacity: 9 • Weight: Tent 20.70kg / Powder 11.95kg • Package size: Tent 70 x 47 x 38cm / Powder 68 x 21 x 10cm • Pitching time: 45 min • Pitching area: 1000 x 1000 x 1 • 1010cm • Fire retardant fabrics to
reduce the possibility of lighting naked flames • Fabrics: Protex® 3000 waterproof, durable and reliable polyester • Engraved seams for waterproof protection • First indoor pitching system Simple with Velcro flysheet attachment points • Color-coded pole pulses on sleeve tab for easy pitching • Powder: Powerflex® Fibreglass, difficult, and
reliable • Pre-angle powder to improve wall angles and give more space and usable stability • Ground sheet: Stitching, PE 10,000HHH, fully enclosed to protect against dredging and unwanted bugs • Cable entry points and zippered entry point pocket • Mesh doors to allow doors to be left open for insect-free ventilation • Mesh vents to
allow continuous airflow to a comfort • Organizers and interior pockets keeping essentials close • Windows: crystalline to allow maximum light in the living area, double flexible zipper internal cover that allows the choice between light and ventilation, light or wind only • Breathable fabric interiors creates a comfortable sleeping area • Porch
area separated with Riser ground blade® ideal entrance when it rains outside • Parallel zip doors create a canopy for protected entrance or seats/dining room shaded • Rain channel zip covers and diverts rainfly away from zipper • Saddle bag for easy pack-and-go • Repair kit for this unforeseen emergency Matching accessories: Great
canopy, Extension, Carpet, Footprint (Not Included) Available Colors : • Smoke • Black Use the tools below to refine your search by showing only reviews with a certain number of star ratings or just to show reviews for a certain time period. Click 1 star to show only reviews that we received a 1-star click or Within the last month to show
only reviews posted in the past month. Inside the last month (From 0 comments) In the last 6 months (of 0 ratings) In the last 12 months (From 0 comments) overview
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